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FACEBOOK POSTS BY HESHMAT KHALIFA, TRUSTEE AND 

DIRECTOR OF ISLAMIC RELIEF WORLDWIDE. 
 

Picture 1: Heshmat Khalifa’s Facebook post mocking the Egyptian president, Abdel Fattah 
El-Sisi.  

 

Translation: 

"Al Jazeera will release a new leak for you today… don’t worry… we’ve got your back. 
Afif Kokhafi1 sends his regards and has this message for you: Go easy with the 
foolishness a little… you have exposed us." 

 
 

 
  

 
1 Afif Kokhafi (Aviv Kochavi) was the head of the Israeli intelligence services.  
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Picture 2: Heshmat Khalifa’s Facebook post mocking the Egyptian president, Abdel Fattah 
El-Sisi. 

  

Translation:  
“This is the exact situation of the country now, dear al Sisi supporters. Wake up, you 
are losing your country.” 

In al Sisi’s boots:  
Left: “the Judiciary” 
Right: “the Media” 

 

Picture 3: Heshmat Khalifa’s Facebook post insulting Jews. 

 
Translation:  

“For the first time in modern history prayers in al Aqsa Mosque are forbidden and 
those who close it are the grandchildren of monkeys and pigs in collusion with Egypt.” 
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Picture 4: Heshmat Khalifa’s Facebook post insulting the Egyptian army and the Egyptian 
president, Abdel Fattah El-Sisi.  

 

Translation:  

"Who would believe that the pigs of the military in Egypt, and who occupied Egypt in 
a moment’s inattention from the honourable and the faithful, are evicting the Egyptian 
residents of Rafah [a city in Sinai] from their homes and reducing these to rubble? 
What injustice and subjugation is being imposed by the pimp son of the Jews, and 
what heedlessness are we seeing among some Egyptians who support this traitorous 
pig. May God damn the oppressors." 
 

Picture 5: Heshmat Khalifa’s Facebook post showing his support for Al Qassam Brigades 
and insulting the Egyptian president, Abdel Fattah El-Sisi. 

 
Translation: 
 

"An immoral court in Egypt issues a verdict that is a disgrace to all Muslims and 
Egyptians as it declares Al Qassam Brigades a terrorist organization. Do you see the 
immorality and corruption of the judiciary in this era of occupation led by the pig Al 
Sisi!! 
Do you, supporters of this Zionist traitor, still not understand? Then you are pigs and not 
humans.2 If you refuse to understand and accept then you are worse than pigs. Allah is 
Sufficient for Us and the Best Disposer of Affairs. May Allah save Egypt and the blood of 
Egyptians any place any time, and free Egypt from its usurpers." 

  

 
2 Original post by Heshmat Khalifa makes a mistake on the word [ رشن ], misspelling [ رشن ] instead of [ رشب ]. The translation 
corrects the mistake while maintaining the logical meaning of the quote. 
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Picture 6: Heshmat Khalifa’s Facebook post showing sympathy towards Hamas.  

 
Translation: 
 

"Historical photos from #AlQassam Brigades’ greatest military show #Hamas_27 
 
#Made_in_Palestine #Ababil_Aircraft – reconnaissance and combat [Iranian] aircraft 
flying in the sky of #Gaza during the show 
 
- New missiles enter service and others whose range has not been revealed will cause 
unprecedented terror among the Zionist. 
- Al Qassam Shields... And Al Qassam Elite Unit and Diving Squad. 
 
In the presence of a large crowd and with a huge military march, with the participation 
of the political leadership of the Movement [Hamas].” 
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Picture 7: Heshmat Khalifa’s Facebook post showing his support for Hamas. 

 
Translation: 
 

"Hamas, honour of the Umma [Nation of Islam], you will remain the purest resistance 
movement in modern history, a symbol of honour, resistance and authentic Islam. We 
apologise as Egyptians that we are ruled in Egypt, under the guidance of Mossad’s 
son Al Sisi, by a group of corrupt individuals along with judges who can only be 
described as immoral, corrupt and criminal. Allah is Sufficient for Us and the Best 
Disposer of Affairs. I call on everyone to curse Al Sisi and his regime, his judges and 
his supporters with the same curse that the Prophet Moses pronounced against the 
Pharaoh and his people: that they may not believe until they see the painful torment 
[of hell]. Amen o Lord." 
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FACEBOOK POSTS BY ALMOUTAZ TAYARA, MEMBER OF THE 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF ISLAMIC RELIEF WORLDWIDE AND 
CHAIR OF ISLAMIC RELIEF GERMANY’S BOARD OF TRUSTEE 

 
Picture 8: Almoutaz Tayara’s Facebook post insulting Jews. 

 
Translation: 
 

[Sitting on Barack Obama’s lap] 
[Ayatollah Ali Khamenei] “Death to America… Death to Israel” 
[Abdul-Malik al-Houthi] “Death to America” 
[Bashar al-Assad] “Death… Death” 
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Picture 9: Almoutaz Tayara’s Facebook post showing his support for Al Qassam Brigades. 

 
Translation: 

The Al-Qassam heroes did not graduate from the military academies of the UK and 
the US, unlike the rulers and royals of the Arab world who, there, were nurtured on 
cowardice and allegiance to the foreigners – the UK and the US, the descendants of 
the Franks.  

The Al-Qassam heroes graduated from the school of the Muslim Brotherhood and 
the school of Prophethood and learnt the art of war from the military school of Khalid 
ibn al-Waleed.3 

  

 
3 Khalid ibn al-Waleed was made a military commander by Muhammad, and was both greatly admired for his military 
success, but criticised for reportedly executing Arab Tribesmen.  
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Picture 10: Almoutaz Tayara’s Facebook post showing his support for Al Qassam Brigades. 

 
Translation: 

For the eighth consecutive day, the Al-Qassam Brigades have engaged in the Battle 
of the Eaten Straw in response to the Zionist aggression. They revealed one their 
surprise [tactics] to be the dispatch of a number of their unmanned aerial vehicles to 
carry out special missions in the heart of Zionist territory, while continuing to strike the 
enemy’s spoils and positions.  

Al-Qassam revealed one of its surprises in the Battle of the Eaten Straw to be the 
dispatch of a number of its unmanned aerial vehicles to carry out special missions in 
the heart of Zionist territory – a first in the struggle’s history – and said it would publish 
the details at a later stage. 

 

 

 

  


